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Experimental observation of superluminal pulse reflection
in a double-Lorentzian photonic band gap
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We report on the experimental observation of superluminal reflection of picosecond optical pulses at
1.5 mm using a specially designed 30-cm-long fiber Bragg grating~FBG! that realizes a spectral reflectivity
profile given by the superposition of two closely spaced Lorentzian lines. Probing pulses of 380 ps duration
tuned midway between the two Lorentzian lines are reflected without appreciable distortion with a measured
peak pulse advancement of.60 ps. The achievement of thenegativegroup delay is due to the interference of
the two resonance modes of the FBG structure and has a close connection to the phenomenon of negative
group velocity for pulse propagation in an inverted medium possessing a doublet line.
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It is well known that a light pulse can travel at a grou
velocity exceeding the speed of light in vacuum in regions
anomalous dispersion or evanescent propagation. Anoma
dispersion is usually achieved by exploiting the dispers
properties of absorptive@1# or inverted@2–4# atomic media
near resonances; in particular, by exploiting the transpa
anomalous dispersion of a gain doublet@3#, pulse propaga-
tion at a negative group velocity without appreciable pu
distortion or attenuation has been recently reported in ces
vapor@4#. A different but closely related issue is that of ph
ton tunneling through photonic barriers, in which superlum
nal effects are associated with evanescent wave propag
~for recent reviews on this subject see@5,6# and references
therein!. As opposed to superluminal pulse propagation
atomic media, evanescent wave propagation in photon
neling is accompanied by the generation of an antievanes
~reflected! wave, which propagates backward. Although a
curate measurements of superluminal tunneling times h
been reported in a series of experiments in different kind
photonic barrier, including undersized waveguides@7,8#,
one-dimensional photonic band gaps~PBGs! @9,10#, and
frustrated total internal reflection@11#, little attention has
been devoted to the study of superluminal effects ofreflected
waves. In the case of lossless andsymmetricbarriers, one can
prove on the basis of general grounds that the transmis
and reflection times are equal~see, e.g.,@12#!; since the
transmission~tunneling! time in opaque barriers saturates
a constant value and becomes independent of barrier w
~Hartman effect!, the reflection time from lossless symmetr
barriers is thus expected to be independent of their len
An experimental demonstration thereof has been rece
given for microwaves in@13#. A different and intriguing
question is whether it is possible for a pulse reflected b
photonic barrier to appearearlier than if it were reflected by
an ideal mirror placed at the entrance plane of the barrie
positive answer to this question has been given recently
few theoretical works@14,15# by considering either an activ
system or a passive~lossless! but asymmetricphotonic bar-
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rier. In Ref. @14#, superluminal peak advancement of the r
flected pulse was predicted to occur in optical phase co
gation, but solely in the unstable~self-oscillatory! regime,
which makes it a difficult experimental observation. In R
@15#, one of the present authors has shown quite gener
that superluminal pulse reflection may occur in a broad cl
of asymmetric one-dimensional PBGs. In particular, it w
shown that a negative group delayin reflection can be
achieved by a PBG structure possessingtwo resonant modes
for which the spectral reflectivity profile is given by the in
terference of two closely spaced complex Lorentzian lin
The dispersion curve in reflection of such a structure, wh
we call a double-Lorentzian PBG, is analogous to that p
duced in an inverted medium with a gain doublet@3,4#,
where a negative group delay in transmission is achieved
exploiting the interference of the two Lorentzian lines of t
homogeneously broadened atomic transitions.

In this Rapid Communication we report on what we b
lieve to be the first experimental observation of superlumi
optical pulse reflection. A double-Lorentzian fiber Brag
grating ~DL FBG! at the wavelength of 1550 nm has be
used to achieve a negative group delay with measured p
pulse advancements of.60 ps. The use of a FBG as
photonic barrier is a key point for the achievement of una
biguous experimental results for two important reasons.
the one hand, the recent technological progress in FBG w
ing techniques, in conjunction with efficient inverse scatt
ing methods of FBG design, allows the synthesis and fa
cation of complex FBG structures, such as that required
DL FBG. On the other hand, as we recently demonstrate
Ref. @16#, the weak modulation depth of the refractive ind
along the fiber core permits one to perform experiments w
barrier widths several orders of magnitude larger than
wavelength of the probing pulse, thus leading to a dra
increase of the time scale involved in tunneling process
for probing pulses in the optical region, the use of a FB
instead of multidielectric quarter-wave PBG structures@9,10#
enables us to reduce the temporal resolution required in p
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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delay measurements from the femtosecond to the picose
time scale.

The principle of superluminal pulse reflection in a D
PBG structure is schematically shown in Fig. 1@15#. A
monochromatic electromagnetic field at frequencyv inci-
dent upon the input planez50 undergoes Bragg scattering
the optical fiber, and the amplitude and phase of the refle
wave depend on the frequency of incident wave accordin
the spectral reflectivity functionr (v) of the structure. For a
spectrally narrow optical pulse with a carrier frequencyv
incident upon the fiber, the reflected pulse emerges wit
time delaytg5] arg(r )/]v from the entrance plane, as if th
pulse were reflected at an ideal plane inside the barrier
distanceDL5c0tg /(2n0) from the entrance plane (n0 is the
average refractive index of the FBG andc0 the speed of light
in vacuum!. Superluminal pulse reflection thus occurs for
negative group delay, i.e., fortg,0. The DL FBG structure
schematically shown in Fig. 1 is a periodic FBG with a r
fractive index profilen(z)5n0@112h(z)cos(2pz/L)#, where
L is the Bragg period andh(z) is the apodization profile
which is specially designed to provide two closely spac
resonant modes at frequenciesvB6Dv, vB5pc0 /L and
2Dv (!vB) being the Bragg reference frequency of t
FBG and the frequency separation between the two re
nances, respectively. The explicit form of the spectral refl
tivity of a DL FBG is

r ~v!5 iAR0F 1

~v2vB2Dv!/~DV/2!1 i

1
1

~v2vB1Dv!/~DV/2!1 i G ~1!

FIG. 1. Principle of superluminal pulse reflection in a DL FBG
When the peak of the incident pulse enters the grating at input p
z50, the peak of the reflected pulse has already left the gratin
advance and traveled backward the distance 2uDLu52tgc0 /n0.
For the sake of clarity, the intensity scale for the reflected puls
expanded as compared to that of the incident pulse. The lower
tures show schematically the spectral power reflectivity and gr
delay of a DL FBG.
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whereDV is the full width at half maximum~FWHM! and
R0 the peak power reflectivity of each Lorentzian line. T
qualitative behavior of power spectral reflectivityR(v)
5ur (v)u2 and group delaytg(v) is shown in Fig. 1. The
minimum of the group delay is attained atv5vB , i.e., in
correspondence with the minimum of spectral reflectiv
R(v), and is given by tg(vB)5(2/DV)@(DV/2)2

2Dv2#/@(DV/2)21Dv2#. Superluminal peak pulse ad
vancement in reflection is thus expected for a spectrally n
row optical pulse with a carrier frequencyv5vB when
2Dv.DV, i.e., when the frequency separation between
two Lorentzian lines is larger than their FWHM. Th
apodization profileh(z) that realizes the spectral reflectivit
given by Eq.~1! can be analytically determined by use of th
Gel’fand-Levitan-Marchenko inverse scattering method;
explicit expression ofh(z) is rather cumbersome to be give
here, and we refer the reader to Ref.@15# for technical de-
tails.

The FBG used in the experiment consists of a 30-cm-lo
single-mode deuterated fiber with a Bragg resonance at 1
nm; the separation of the Lorentzian lines is 2Dv.2p
310.8 GHz, the FWHM and peak power reflectivity of ea
line beingDV.2p34 GHz andR0.0.92, which yield a
negative group delaytg.262 ps and a minimum powe
reflectivity R.5% atv5vB . The calculated~dashed curve!
and measured~solid curve! spectral power reflectivityR of
the FBG are shown in Fig. 2, together with the apodizat
profile h(z) computed by the inverse scattering techniqu
The FBG was fabricated using a continuous writing tec
nique in which the UV beam from a frequency doubled A
ion laser is focused onto the fiber through a phase mask
strobed using an acousto-optic modulator. With this writi
technique, the fiber is continuously translated in front of t
phase mask, and the fiber position is monitored by an in
ferometer, with subnanometer precision, which triggers
acousto-optic modulator with period corresponding to the
sired grating pitch. This allows for an accurate exposure o
grating plane by grating plane basis@17#. By suitably delay-
ing adjacent exposures with respect to each other, the de
apodization profile shown in Fig. 2~b! is achieved, with a
spatial resolution of;1 mm.

ne
in

is
ic-
p

FIG. 2. ~a! Measured spectral power reflectivity of the DL FB
used in the experiment~solid line! and corresponding theoretica
curve ~dashed line!. Parameter values aren051.452, vB51.2161
31015 rad/s, Dv533.933109 rad/s, R050.92, and DV
.0.74Dv. ~b! Apodization profileh(z) of refractive index for the
DL FBG as obtained by the Gel’fand-Levitan-Marchenko inver
scattering method.
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Group delay measurements were performed in the t
domain by analyzing the reflection of picosecond opti
pulses from the FBG at different tuning conditions of pro
ing pulses. The experimental setup for time delay meas
ments is shown in Fig. 3. The pulse train was generated
external modulation of a single-frequency continuous-wa
tunable laser diode~Santek model ECL-200/210!. A high-
power erbium-doped fiber amplifier~FiberTek model EAD-
2-PM; EDFA1 in Fig. 3! was used to increase the avera
power level up to ;0.5 W. External modulation wa
achieved by a LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder modulator, sinuso
dally driven at a repetition frequencyf m51 GHz by a low-
noise radio-frequency~RF! synthesizer. The bias point of th
modulator and the RF modulation power level were cho
to generate a train with a pulse duration~FWHM! of
.380 ps and a spectral extent of;3 GHz, i.e., slightly
narrower than the 4 GHz FWHM of each Lorentzian lin
The pulse train was then sent to the FBG through a three-
optical circulator, and the reflected signal was retrieved
port three of the circulator. A low-noise erbium-doped fib
amplifier~OptoCom model OI LNPA; EDFA2 in Fig. 3! with
a low saturation power (.30 mW at 1550 nm! was con-
nected to the output port to maintain the average power le
of reflected optical signal at a constant level (.18 mW). In
this way, the power levels of reflected pulses, for the la
tuned close to or far from the two peaks of the Lorentz
lines, were equalized. The reflected pulse train was dete
in the time domain by a fast sampling oscilloscope~Agilent
model 86100A!, with a low jitter noise and an impulsive
response of.15 ps, and simultaneously in the frequen
domain by using both an optical spectrum analyzer~Anritsu
model MS9710B! with a resolution of 0.07 nm, and a plan
plane scanning Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer~Burleigh model
RC1101R! with a free-spectral range of.80 GHz and a
measured finesse of;180. The oscilloscope traces of re
flected pulses were recorded for different tuning conditio
of the laser emission spanning the entire reflectivity sp
trum of the FBG. With this aim, by disconnecting the las
diode from the input port of EDFA1 and sending to the FB
the broadband (.30 nm) amplified spontaneous emissi
signal of the optical amplifier, the FBG spectral reflectiv
R(v) was first measured using the Fabry-Pe´rot interferom-
eter and recorded on a digital oscilloscope. This trace
then used as a reference to tune the pulse spectrum acro

FIG. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup. LD, tunable la
diode; MZM, Mach-Zehnder waveguide modulator; OC, optical c
culator; EDFA1 and EDFA2, erbium-doped fiber amplifiers; R
radio-frequency synthesizer.
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recorded FBG reflectivity spectrum. Time delays were e
mated by measuring on the sampling oscilloscope the cha
of the peak pulse position for the different tuning condition
assuming as a reference the pulse corresponding to
resonance operation@18#. The time delay measurements a
summarized in Fig. 4 and compared to the expected gr
delay curve of the DL FBG. Repeated measurements sho
that, owing to slow thermal drifts of the FBG spectrum a
to uncertainty in tuning of the semiconductor laser wav
length, the experimental data are accurate within61 GHz
for the frequency tuning condition and610 ps for time de-
lay measurements. Notice that, within the experimental
certainties, the agreement between theoretical curve and
perimental points is satisfactory. Superluminal pu
reflection, with a peak pulse advancement of.60 ps, is
apparent when comparing time delays for a pulse tuned
resonance~e.g., pointA in Fig. 4 @18#! and at resonance
midway between the two Lorentzian peaks~e.g., pointB in
Fig. 4!. Conversely, for a pulse spectrum tuned at one of
two Lorentzian peaks~e.g., pointC in Fig. 4!, the group
delay is positive and reflection is subluminal, with a pe
pulse delay of.90 ps. Typical traces of reflected optic
pulses, averaged over 128 acquisitions and correspondin
the three different tuning conditionsA, B, andC of Fig. 4, are
shown in Fig. 5. Notice that a slight pulse distortion is a
parent for both advanced and delayed traces, which is p
ably ascribable to residual ripples in the spectral respons
the grating due to fabrication imperfections@see Fig. 2~a!# as

FIG. 5. Pulse traces recorded on the sampling oscilloscope
responding to the reflected pulses for the three tuning condit
A, B, andC of Fig. 4.

r
-
,

FIG. 4. Measured~circles! and predicted~solid curve! group
delay versus frequency detuning from Bragg resonance. In the
perimental measurements, the group delay for the redshifted
resonance pulse~point A in the figure! has been taken equal to zer
~see@18#!.
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well as to the relative spectral extent of the pulses as c
pared to the width and separation of Lorentzian lines. A
final remark, we note that the observed superluminal p
pulse advancements can be explained as a reshaping
nomenon by means of which the leading edge of the puls
reflected preferentially to the trailing edge, leading to an
fective advancement of the pulse ‘‘center of mass;’’ howev
no true violation of ‘‘Einstein’s causality’’ occurs, as stress
by several authors~see, e.g.,@5#!, since any discontinuity in
the wave front that carries new information is reflected
actly atz50.
.
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In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated
perluminal reflection of picosecond optical pulses by t
synthesis of a DL FBG that simulates in reflection the cau
response of a medium with two closely spaced resonan
Peak pulse advancements of.60 ps, corresponding to
;1/6 of pulse duration, were observed when the prob
optical pulses were tuned at the center between the
Lorentzian peaks. These results represent what is believe
be the first experimental observation of superluminal refl
tion by photonic barriers and may be of particular impo
tance in the fields of superluminal pulse propagation a
dynamics of tunneling processes.
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